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T
he Psalmist says, “Seek peace and pursue it�” Don’t just want it, run after it� 

Don’t just see it and desire it, follow after it with the intent of catching it� 

That’s an interesting thought� After all, the picture in my mind of “pursuit” 

isn’t in sync with what comes to mind as “peace�”

Consider this: If a police officer announces on the radio they are in pursuit of 

a car on the highway, is peace your first thought? As a matter of fact, the term 

“peace officer” isn’t used by most people who get pulled over for a simple 

traffic violation� They might say, “Yeah, a cop caught me doing a California  

stop today�”

This lesson is designed to explore with you what it takes to find, access,  

and experience personal peace� When we are at peace with God, we feel it, 

others sense it, and the world we directly influence is a better place� 

AND ��� this is also true: Peace is a pursuit� Peace takes work� Inner-peace 

definitely requires discipline� 

This week we will explore five practices of peace found in Scripture� These practices 

are important� In a time like we are living right now, they are critical� Be prepared 

to process and put in place these practices of peace� 

Sermon Notes:

1. How do we—in the words of Psalm 34—seek peace and pursue it? 

• Personal     is a key practice (vs� 1-3)

• “I          the Lord” who ultimately provides peace (vs� 4-7)

• I focused on the         found only in God (vs� 8 - 14)

• I sought peace and          it (vs� 14)

• I “         my          ” on God (vs� 15 - 22) and trusted God 

would make it all work out�
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Psalm 34:14b  
“seek peace and pursue it.”

2. How do we live at peace once we’ve “grabbed hold of it?”

Arriving at peace and staying in a place of peace really require the  

         :

a)   

b)   

c)   

d)   

e)   

3. When we are at peace                 , it’s amazing how often  

we experience peace     .

Part of cultivating peace is practicing reflection on our personal blessings� 

As you begin this time of reflection, write down several blessings you need 

to remember� 

 

 

 

 

Read Psalm 34 several times� Of the five specific practices discussed Sunday, 

write one or two you specifically need to work on in your pursuit of peace� 

 

 

  

 

As you reflect on the relationship between faith and peace—faith leads  

to peace, and peace cultivates a heart for faith—how could a more peaceful 

posture in life help your faith grow through these challenging times?

 

 

  

 


